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Upcoming songs

WATCH
Hardwell & Jonathan Mendelsohn

‘Miracle’ and ‘Lost’ are set to be

“Echo”

6.1 million + views in three months

released on Fedde Le Grand’s long awaited upcoming
album. ‘Miracle’ has been selected as the theme song

Brennan Heart & Jonathan Mendelsohn

“Imaginary”

to Fedde’s new concept show ‘Grand’ which kicked off

6.7 million + views

with 6 sold out shows at Holland’s Royal theater the
Carré and is set for an even bigger production at the

Dash Berlin & Jonathan Mendelsohn

Ziggodome, Holland’s largest arena, in March 2016 .

6.4 million + views

“Better Half of Me”

For singer/songwriter/producer, Jonathan Mendelsohn,
the last few years have been a whirlwind of musical
collaborations and rebirths, placing him at the forefront
of the global EDM scene and firmly establishing him as
one of the most in demand Male vocalists/writers in
dance music.
Jonathan

Mendelsohn

Dash Berlin & Jonathan Mendelsohn
most

recently

Beatport

Overall

Chart

collaborated

with

a

‘Ghost in the Machine’, with Blasterjaxx and MOTi
with support from the world biggest DJ’s including
Steve Aoki, and more.

Apart’ & ‘Steal You Away’), Hardwell (‘Echo’), Brennan
Heart (‘Imaginary’), Ørjan Nilsen (“Apart”), Laidback
Luke (“Till Tonight” and “Timebomb”), Blasterjaxx &
MOTi (‘Ghost in the Mahcine’), Cosmic Gate (‘All My

LISTEN
Promo DJ Mix

Trance

staggering array of the hottest names in dance music
including Dash Berlin (‘Better Half of Me’, ‘World Falls

3.6 million + views

#6,

Dimitri Vegas & Like Mike, David Guetta, W&W,
has

“Steal You Away”

Many Beatport Top 10 chart positions including

Promo DJ Mix

‘Echo’ being chosen as a single from Hardwell’s long

Progressive House

awaited album “United We Are” with the music video
garnering

5.7 million Youtube views in little over

four months.

Life), and Morgan Page and Andy Caldwell (‘Where Did
You Go?’) amongst many others.

CONTACT

LIVE
In addition to his studio releases Jonathan has also
recently fired up crowds right across the globe on tours
with Dash Berlin, Brennan Heart, Fedde le Grand and
Morgan Page. His signature brand of electro-tinged
dance pop, infectious melodies and vocal arrangements
has even garnered him such disparate comparisons
to reigning critically-acclaimed darling, Robyn, radio
favorites One Republic and Adam Levine of Maroon 5.
Not content to simply feature as a songwriter and
vocalist, Mendelsohn is also an adept producer, remixer
and live DJ of note with his electric live shows providing
a blend of Jonathan’s world class, emotional vocals as
well as showcasing his exceptional live mixing talents.

Ultra Music Festival alongside Dash Berlin,

Management & enquiries
anthony@metatronmusic.com.au

including sold out tours of Australia, Mexico, Russia,
Colombia and Indonesia.

Worldwide DJ/Live PA Bookings

World DJ Festival in South Korea

taj@assuredagency.com

(with Brennan Heart)

Heineken Music Hall in Amsterdam and the
massive Hardstyle festival “Defqon 1”

ONLINE

facebook.com/jonathanmendelsohnmusic
Headline solo club shows

all over the world

as both a DJ and live vocalist.

twitter.com/JonMendelsohn
instagram.com/jonathanmendelsohn

